In both large bookstore chains and local comic book stores, it is relatively easy to find comics that focus on politics, history, and autobiographies. These comics are often incorporated into the curriculum in social studies classes at the primary, secondary, and college level, but there are far fewer science comics and even less research about their implementation. In this article, a brief rationale for the use of science comics is given based on five qualities-that they are motivating, visual, permanent, intermediary, and popular. Research projects that have studied the effectiveness of comics are summarized, but in many cases these studies have a small sample size or lack control groups. Following an introduction to science comics and their implementation, guidelines and resources are provided to help science communicators produce their own comics and to encourage educational studies into their use. As case studies, comics that I have worked on are described along with the results of how they were used, including page views and research projects.
Introducing the Medium
Comics typically bring to mind images of super heroes of questionable anatomy in spandex battling villains that, while diverse, all seem to share a hatred for American ideals of democracy. However, this is an incredibly limiting view of what comics as a medium have accomplished and perpetuates a genre stereotype based on materials that are more mainstream. In Understanding Comics, Scott McCloud (1993) (a comics writer, illustrator, and theorist) compares comics to a pitcher and writes that they are a "vessel which can hold any number of ideas and images" (p. 6). Like novels or animation, comics as a medium can cover the same variety of genres and subject matters, ranging from fantastical to realistic. Since the 1960s, comics have expanded to cover politics, sexuality, race, history, and the same breadth of topics that fall under fiction and nonfiction for adults, teenagers, and children (Hatfield 2005 ). This has not escaped educators, from teachers who are trying to entice reluctant readers to professors who are trying to diversify their required-reading list. It would not be unusual, for example, to find Art Spiegelman's Maus I and Maus II as required reading for a college course on the Holocaust or Gene Luen Yang's American Born Chinese as the introduction to the American immigrant experience for middle school students (Boatright 2010) .
As comics have expanded into school libraries and classrooms, there has been interest in studying the uses and applications of comics in educational settings, including formal and informal science education. The purpose of this article is to answer the following: 1) why are comics suitable as educational tools for teaching science?, 2) what have been the results of educational comics in science communication at a variety of levels?, and 3) how can a science communicator design an educational project to suit their needs or those of their collaborators? Answers to the first two questions are explored in this introduction, and the third question is answered in a set of guidelines and resources to show that comics can be valuable and creative tools for a science communicator.
Educational Comics as a Tool
Most literature on the use of comics in the classroom focuses on political, historical, and autobiographical comics that would easily find their place in liberal arts studies (Christensen 2006) . There are few publications on the use of printed science comics in the classroom, most likely because major publishers have only recently begun distributing them. Larry Gonick's The Cartoon Guide series is one of the earliest adaptations of comics to science education with The Cartoon Guide to Genetics published in 1981, initiating a series that would eventually cover statistics, physics, and calculus. In a similar vein, the Manga Guide series covers 41 volumes in Japanese with 12 English translated volumes through No Starch Press that guide students through Biochemistry, Linear Algebra, and Physiology at high school and college levels. Science comics, whether they are printed books or downloaded web comics, can easily become part of a science communicator's toolkit, but it is worth exploring why they should be incorporated. Gene Luen Yang, a former computer science high school teacher who has produced award-winning comics like American Born Chinese and science comics like Secret Coders, is a 2016 MacArthur Fellow and has promoted the use of comics in education. Yang (2008) explains that the strengths of comics in education are that they are motivating, visual, permanent, popular, and can act as an intermediary bridge to help students understand difficult concepts through the combination of images and words.
Regardless of whether comics are used in primary, secondary, or college education, their presence provokes interest in readers, a motivational quality of which educators have repeatedly taken advantage (Sones 1944, Hosler and Boomer 2011) . Central to the engaging quality of comics as a learning tool is their defining characteristic that they are art, often paired with words, used to relay a narrative. McCloud (1993) gives the following definition of comics as "Juxtaposed pictorial and other images in deliberate sequence, intended to convey information and/or produce an aesthetic response in the viewer" (p. 9). Following this definition, comics rely primarily on a sequence of images to relay information, with written text a secondary feature. For example, Richard Delgado's Age of Reptiles, easily shares compelling narratives of loss and revenge without any dialogue. Unlike textbooks, the model of text punctuated with the occasional explanatory figure is flipped. This is valuable to educators who work with English-language learners or students with a wide range of reading comprehension abilities (Chun 2009 , Smetana et al. 2009 , Brenna 2013 .
With its own specialized jargon, learning scientific concepts can feel similar to learning a new language, so the combination of sequential images and text can help students move past initial frustrations and become more engaged with the material. McCloud (1993) explains that images are received information that do not require the same language processing skills of the perceived information of text. Comics provide a happy medium between received and perceived information to share concepts effectively, and when images are paired with text in a sequence or narrative, they act as an intermediate for scientific concepts that are challenging to students and increase interest. In Hosler and Boomer (2011) , this intermediate quality involved the creation of a scaffolding story that provided a narrative in which appealing characters could banter, argue, question, and explore while still delivering essential information about the biology of vision in Optical Allusions. The use of the narrative can engage students and increase student desire to learn more complicated material, especially if they do not self-identify as interested in science. In Hosler and Boomer (2011) , a significant increase in attitude toward the study of biology was reported in nonmajor students and lower-performing biology students who read Optical Allusions. A similar result was reported in Spiegel et al. (2013) , in which high school students were either given a comic with narrative scaffolding or a nonfiction essay about viruses. Students in the comic group were almost five times more likely to want to continue reading learning materials than those that were in the essay-only group (Spiegel et al. 2013 ). Similar to Hosler and Boomer (2011) , some of the greatest gains in interest levels amongst the comic-group was found in students who self-identified as "nonscience people."
Relaying information visually is also a feature of animation, which many educators incorporate into their lectures when covering complex topics in biology (Stith 2004 , O'day 2007 , Rotbain et al. 2008 . However, comics have the advantage of permanence over an animation, which might be shown once in a lecture and never revisited by a busy or distracted student. Unlike an animation, students are not required to absorb new information at the pace the film demands, but can instead linger on a panel. Students guide the pace of their own learning to be as fast or as slow as it needs to be to link the sequence of images and text of a comic together in a comprehensible manner. Yang (2008) very appropriately shares this concept of permanence in a comic format that is highly recommended for anyone interested in educational comics.
Finally, the popularity of comics makes them accessible to students. A potential reader might balk at a science textbook, but feel more comfortable with materials presented in the form of a comic. Science communicators could even take advantage of the most popular comics and feature superheroes as their own narrative scaffolding. Science comic series like Max Axiom, Super Scientist have successfully done so with 24 volumes that cover adaptation, ecosystems, and global warming while diversifying images of scientists with an African American protagonist (Brozo and Mayville 2012) .
As a medium that is motivating, visual, intermediary, permanent, and popular, comics are an immediate draw for educators teaching an introductory science course or a science communicator who wants to explain the importance of a specific subject, like global warming, to the general public. However, there is little research about the applicability of comics to students who have advanced beyond introductory course series to upper-division classes. Hosler and Boomer (2011) compared the effectiveness of integrating science comics into a nonmajor biology course (Sensory Biology), and two upper division courses (Organic Evolution and Neurobiology) for majors. They used a control class (Biology II), which only used a textbook, but did not have textbook-only control sections for Sensory Biology, Organic Evolution, and Neurobiology. In all four courses, there were significant increases between the pre-and postinstruction median scores for content knowledge. While the authors admit that these results would be expected after using any instructional materials (textbooks or comics), it was still important to show that the comics did not cause a decline in content knowledge given any negative stigma toward comics or educators' fears about using them (Hosler and Boomer 2011, Clark 2013) . Comics can also help with the long-term retention of concepts in advanced science courses. In Nagata (1999) , the popular manga Bishojo Senshi Sailor Moon, was shown to help biochemistry students recall terms two years after the course had ended. In addition to the manga making content more memorable, students also agreed that it made the class less monotonous. (Landherr 2016 ) utilized 5-6 page comics on advanced theoretical topics in chemical engineering classes at Northeastern University and found that students responded positively to their incorporation, reported higher confidence levels in their understanding after viewing the comics, and showed a small improvement in project report scores (83.0 6 1.6 to 86.2 6 1.2). In these three studies, comics were successfully combined with textbooks and lecture materials in advanced courses. Instead of replacing textbooks entirely with comics for advanced materials, it would be best to recognize how science comics and textbooks can complement each other and use both together. Tatalovic (2009) points out that to replace a traditional textbook with a comic designed as a textbook might result in the loss of the scaffolding story that makes them interesting in the first place, which can range from a fantastic situation to a more realistic preface of a lecturer explaining a topic, as was used in Landherr (2016) . In addition to being used in advanced courses, scientific comics have even expanded to peer-reviewed academic journals, with publishing company Taylor and Francis Online's "cartoon abstracts" providing overviews to publications in an effort to increase science communication and attract readers.
Guidelines and Resources
Having provided literature that supports why comics can and should be used in science communication projects at a variety of levels, what follows is a set of guidelines and resources for science communicators interested in making comics. It is designed to be applicable to multiple educational levels and is framed around a series of questions that should be answered before starting a science comic project. This guide does not include information on how to draw, script, or format comics, but does include a list of suggested books and resources to learn these skills.
What Is Your Narrative?
Much like a textbook or article, a science comic can be used to explain basic or specific concepts, ranging from introductory earth science to the research of a doctoral student. Knowing what information a comic is going to present is the first step to successfully drafting one, but the quality that separates comics from textbooks or articles is that they primarily rely on a specific order of images to relay a story. Ideally, a science comic should be framed as a narrative with a clear sequence, even if the content is nonfictional. While a scaffolding story involving fictional characters and plot situations could appeal to certain audiences, a clear narrative is the result of how much sense the progression of each panel makes in a comic.
As an example, consider a few panels from Vaccines Work by Maki Naro (featured in full at https://thenib.com/vaccines-workhere-are-the-facts-5de3d0f9ffd0; Fig. 1 ). Naro relates the history of vaccines by comparison (smallpox vs. cowpox), metaphor (immune cells as attacking canines, pathogens "bouncing" off an immune system with antibodies, a graveyard of eradicated diseases), and ends with a presumably fictionalized person asking a question that moves the conversation about vaccines into the present day. Recognizing a set of concepts your comic will illustrate (how vaccines were discovered, what vaccines are, what diseases have been eradicated) and then working through how your images will explain those concepts in a logical progression is an early step in designing a comic.
Who Is Your Audience?
Even if they both explain topics like vaccines and diseases, a comic created for adults reading a blog versus a comic created for a fifthgrade classroom will require different vocabulary and context. A scaffolding story, one that introduces fictional characters and situations to deliver information, might be necessary for younger readers, but could be viewed as childish by adults. As discussed in the introduction, comics can be incorporated into advanced courses as introductions or complementary examples to materials in textbooks and academic literature. For many scientists producing science communication materials, understanding appropriate levels of background knowledge from the viewer can be challenging, which ties into the next question.
Who Can Help You?
Many scientists are not trained in science communication, but work in places that support employees who do have training in formal or informal education. If at a university, I suggest collaborating with members of the education or psychology departments, especially if there is an interest in quantifying the results of using your comic. Faculty and staff in these departments are familiar with the appropriate language and learning standards for different levels, and the paperwork required to perform research with students. Additionally, they often have connections to school administration and teachers who are willing to collaborate with researchers.
The same principle applies to scientists who work at museums or government organizations, which often have staff that specifically work in outreach education or public relations. Working with these departments might also be a requirement for interacting with the public as an official representative, so check with your administration.
Finally, a science communicator could design research specifically as curriculum materials for teachers to use, especially if these comics will be used in educational research studies. Before producing a comic for other educators, it is important to communicate with teachers about what they need for the classroom, what topics their students struggle with the most, and how they will integrate comics with materials already in use. The goal should not simply be to produce more materials for teachers to use, but to produce materials for teachers to use that can be easily incorporated into their curriculum.
Will You Make the Comic? If Not, Who Will?
While the above guidelines are helpful for deciding the topic of a comic, who will read it, and who can help you plan, write, and implement it, many people are intimidated by the idea of drawing comics. Exceptional imagery is not necessarily a requirement for a successful scientific communication comic. XKCD, an extremely popular web comic that often explores scientific topics, is illustrated entirely with stick figures and simple line drawings. There are also websites and applications, like Pixton.com or Bitstrips, which allow comic creators to digitally paste together characters, backgrounds, and text bubbles without actually drawing content. Using photos from field collecting, laboratory techniques, or specimen images can also be used as panels in a nod to the Italian art form of Fumetti, also known as photonovels or photocomics, which have been successfully adapted for use by the medical community (Lee et al. 2013) .
However, collaborating with artists is another option. At a university or museum, there will likely be students, faculty, or staff that have artistic training and might specifically be employed to create visuals and graphic designs for an organization. This is especially true of departments that have the purpose of interacting and engaging with the public, like extension departments of land-grant institution entomology programs. Extension departments often feature their own scientific outreach programs that could provide valuable expertise. There are also plenty of illustrators for hire. Compensation is important, and I will stress paying a fair rate for an artist's time and experience.
How Will You Distribute the Comic?
Is your comic going to be part of a small research study at a middle school or is it going to be posted on your laboratory's website to make your research more accessible to the public? Asking questions like this will determine how your comic should be distributed, at least in the first run. For a classroom or school, providing printed copies might be necessary for students who do not have regular computer access. When the project is complete, a comic should also be placed online as a resource for teachers, with accompanying worksheets and lesson plans, at a website like Readworks.org. For larger scale education outreach initiatives, making the comic freely available on a website would be the best option. Web comics have the additional benefit of being easily shared on social media platforms like Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram.
How Will You Fund the Comic?
To pay an illustrator to draw your comic, print copies, or host it online will require funds, which can propose a serious challenge to a science communicator. If you are working with an extension or education department at a university, museum, or other institution, internal funds might be available. If you are a principal investigator writing a grant, adding funding for science communication comics as a broader impacts initiative could be successful, especially if you plan on involving undergraduate students or interdisciplinary collaboration with art and education departments. The National Science Foundation also has grants that are aimed at increasing STEM involvement, like the Advances in Informal Stem Learning program. There are even STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Art, and Math) grants and a variety of small educational grants that could fund science communication projects (see resources below).
There are grants specifically for making comics (STEM or otherwise), although these are sporadically available. Up until 2012, the Xeric Foundation had provided more than three million dollars in funds for comic creators since 1992. Ironically, the spread of crowdfunding was probably one of the reasons the Xeric Foundation stopped providing grants. Crowdfunding has successfully funded a number of comic projects through popular websites like Kickstarter.com and Indiegogo.com, but there are scientific research crowdfunding sites like Experiment.com and Petridish.com. If pursuing crowdfunding, be aware that you will be expected to design a video pitch for viewers, provide incentives to funders, update them regularly, and be very transparent about how funding will be used (Vachelard et al. 2016 ).
How Will You Track the Comic's Success?
Science comics are fairly new and there are relatively few studies of their use in the classroom and as science communication material. To encourage further research in the applicability of science comics requires a discussion of methods to collect data for how comics are used and their effects. For educational studies with control and treatment groups, the results of using comics can be measured by methods like pre-and postassessment scores. However, data for more informal projects (i.e., comics placed on a museum website) is harder to measure. Google Analytics and similar services can show how many times a website has been visited, how long viewers stayed on a page, or how many times a file has been downloaded. Additionally, educators (or any one who uses the comics) can be asked to fill out a survey, but as responses will be voluntary, results might be inconclusive. With social media websites (Facebook, Tumblr, Twitter, Instagram), website-specific counters ("retweets," "likes," "etc.") can give a glimpse into how comics are being shared. • http://www.lockheedmartin.com/us/who-we-are/community/edu cation.html-STEM education grants from Lockheed Martin • https://www.stemfinity.com/STEM-Education-Grants-List of STEM education grants • https://www.edutopia.org/grants-and-resources-List of educational grants (probably best applied for with collaboration from primary and secondary educators)
Resources
Example Comics, Implementations, and Results
The following are examples of comics that I have worked on or contributed to in order to show different ways in which the guidelines presented can be addressed.
A. Carly's Adventures in Waspland
In 2013, I began producing comics for Ology, the digital outreach education website managed by the American Museum of Natural History (AMNH). Karen Taber (Senior Project Manager), Stephanie Fotiadis (Senior Graphic Designer), and Monica Philippo (Project Coordinator) of the AMNH's National Center for Science, Literacy, Education, and Technology (NCSLET) contacted me through my doctoral advisor, James Carpenter, for Hymenoptera-focused educational materials as part of an NSF grant (DEB-0843505). Together, we created a four-part comic series that introduced elementary school students to social, solitary, and parasitoid wasps. Additionally, the comic utilized a female narrator (myself) to promote gender diversity in science and entomology. For each of the four installments, I presented a script to the NCSLET team that was modified for language and content appropriate to elementary school science standards. Once a script was solidified, preliminary outlines and drawings were approved, and the final comic was produced. Comics were drawn by hand, modified digitally and colored in Photoshop CC, and hosted on the Ology website at http://www.amnh.org/ology/features/wonderfulworldof wasps/comic/. The first comic explained how I became an entomologist, despite hating insects as a child, through an artistic exploration of metamorphosis in high school. The second, third, and fourth installments were framed as interviews with anthropomorphized wasp characters (Fig. 2) .
In total, the finished series was 31 pages. 100 copies were printed, which were shared as demonstration material at outreach communication symposia at the Entomological Society of America 2014, 2015, and 2016 meetings. In 2015, the NCSLET team submitted the comic with worksheets and teaching resources for students to Readworks.org, a reading comprehension resource site for teachers. The comic was packaged together as a fifth-grade curriculum with other materials from the AMNH and NCSLET (http://www. readworks.org/rw/american-museum-natural-history-passages-read works-curriculum). Currently, the comic is categorized according to Common Core Anchor Standards and teachers are able to download a text set of definitions and postreading questions. Total page view statistics (provided from correspondence with Karen Taber) were collected from the AMNH Ology website and Readworks.org. Since July 2013, the Ology comic was viewed 33,518 times. Since August 2015, the comic on Readworks.org was viewed 20,891 times with materials (comic plus accompanying worksheets for teachers) downloaded 16,337 times. Unfortunately, while the comic was also available as a downloadable PDF on the Ology website, document downloads were not recorded.
B. Myrmex: A Comic Ant-Thology
In 2013, Andrew Collins, a Master's student at the Columbia University Ecology, Evolution, and Environmental Biology department, approached me with the opportunity to contribute comics to a project for his thesis on urban science education. An anthology of ant-focused educational comics was created as collaborative works between artists and scientists, with a successful Indiegogo crowdfunding campaign that resulted in 300 printed copies. I contributed two comics to the anthology. The first comic was about the spread of the Red Imported Fire Ant, which had previously been featured on the School of Ants website (http://www.schoolofants.org/con tent/essay-winner). The second comic was a collaboration with Phillip Barden on the fossil ant species Haidomyrmex scimitarus Barden and Grimaldi (Barden and Grimaldi 2012; Fig. 3) . Both comics were hand-drawn and digitally edited in Photoshop CC.
The completed anthology was one component in a six-week curriculum on urban ant diversity that Collins prepared for MS 345 Collaborative Academy of Science, Technology, and Language-Arts Education, a Title 1 New York City public middle school. To form his curriculum, Collins modified the School of Ants project (http://schoolofants.org/), a citizen-science driven study of ants in urban areas, to suit formal classroom environments (Collins 2014 , Lucky et al. 2014 . Prior to the curriculum intervention, both the reference and treatment group were introduced to a new unit on scientific inquiry and ecology through a standard textbook taught by the same teacher. To examine the effectiveness of the intervention curriculum following the standard topic introduction, Collins gave the students pre-and postassessments using a short questionnaire to assess content knowledge in scientific skills and biology. For the questions that dealt with learning gains in content knowledge areas of ant biology, ecology, and scientific inquiry, answers were scored based on how closely they agreed with content from the textbook. Collins found that the overall mean score for the treatment group significantly increased from 25% in the preassessments to 57% in the postassessments. For the reference group, the overall mean scores remained the same at 35% for both the pre-and postassessments.
Additionally, a digital copy of Myrmex was made available on the School of Ants website and 50 printed copies were given to the Dunn lab at North Carolina State University for outreach uses. Total page view statistics (provided by Leonora Shell and the School of Ants team) report that Myrmex: A Comic Ant-thology was visited 1,644 times when it was housed at ants.yourwildlife.org. Since moving to http://robdunnlab.com/projects/school-of-ants/, the pdf has been downloaded 48 times.
C. Comic for Scientific American Blog Symbiartic
In 2014, Katie McKissick (an educator and comic artist that had also worked on Myrmex) contacted me to write a blog post explaining why I use comics to teach entomology. Instead of a written post, I created a short, autobiographical comic. Unlike the previous two comics, this piece was aimed at adults to explain how comics engage the public and can increase diversity in the field (Fig. 4) .
Since April 1, 2014, the website https://blogs.scientificamerican. com/symbiartic/carly-tribulle28099s-entomology-comics/ has received 2,597 views with an average view time of 102.04 seconds (data that were not collected for the other websites).
Discussion
In keeping with the guidelines presented, the comics I created were the product of discussions with colleagues and collaborators about the content, audience, distribution, and ways in which the comic would be utilized. For example, for Carly's Adventures in Waspland, the narrative was centered on my experiences with insects and interviews with anthropomorphized wasps ("What is your narrative?"), aimed at elementary and middle school students ("Who is your audience?"), and created with help from the NCSLET ("Who can help you?"). I drew the comic following constructive sessions with the NCSLET staff ("Who will make the comic?"), it was hosted first on the Ology website and then on Readworks ("How will you distribute the comic?"), and funded by a portion of an NSF grant ("How will you fund the comic?"). The last guideline, tracking the success of the comic, was the most problematic, as collected data were not standardized between the Ology and Readworks websites. Quantifying the page views, length of time a document is viewed, or download statistics for a web comic is difficult without early adoption and consistent use of tracking software or feedback from users, a challenge that science communicators should be aware of in creating and sharing their projects.
Only the comics I created for Myrmex were used in quantitative analyses with a control and treatment group, a rarity in science comic education research. There are papers that report findings after including science comics in primary, secondary, and college classrooms, but few of these studies have large sample sizes or control groups (Rota and Izquierdo 2003 , Tatalovic 2009 , Hosler and Boomer 2011 . In a study at a medical school in South Korea, students who identified as having read the anatomy comics that were provided at the start of the course had higher grades than those who did not read them, but the difference was only significant in female students (Shin et al. 2013 ). Lin and Lin (2016) was one of the largest studies with 720 tenth-grade students that were either assigned to a text group or a comic group. Students received printed materials (comic or text booklet) on nanotechnology for a week, and were further categorized based on their high school entrance exams (high, medium, and low). The authors found that there was no significant difference in the text group and the comic book postassessment scores, but scores varied when considering entrance exam categories-the high score group performed significantly better with the text, the medium score group performed significantly better with the comic, and the low score group had no significant difference between the comic and text as a learning tool.
However, even when studies lack control groups or show no difference in learning gains between comic and noncomic groups, it is still possible to report higher levels of interest in the specific topic or attitudes toward science (Hosler and Boomer 2011 , Jee and Anggoro 2012 , Spiegel et al. 2013 . For science communicators, confronting negative attitudes toward science or students' doubts about their ability to study science could be the primary goal (Burns et al. 2003) . Creating science comics also allows communicators to diversify images of scientists, as seen in the Max Axiom series. The Max Axiom series is aimed at elementary and middle school students, and features an African American scientist who possesses a number of super powers (shrinking, time travel, X-ray vision) that aid in his exploration of scientific topics ranging from genes to photosynthesis to the physics of sound and motion. In addition to featuring a minority protagonist, the books feature supporting research scientists who are also diverse. While the Max Axiom series is a great example of using a fictionalized character with a superhero background to attract younger readers, it is equally important to feature diversity in nonfiction comics as well. Science communication comics like cartoon abstracts can highlight the work of women and underrepresented minority scientists as a method to combat other media-driven stereotypes of what scientists look like and who can become a scientist (Steinke et al. 2007 ).
